Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) 
INTRODUCTION
Technical maintenance is an important multifaceted set of activities performed to preserve the operation of the system in a dependable and optimal state. It involves activities such as inspection, adjustment, replacement, repair, overhaul, and renewal. Maintenance increases the useful life and reliability of systems, reduces the size, scale and number of repairs, and the need for emergency repairs as well as the overall costs while increasing safety and security. Various policies have been conceptualized, which are operationalized through various maintenance principles that have been widely studied in the context of conventional engineering systems. However, maintenance becomes a challenging issue as the heterogeneity and complexity of systems increase. In general terms, the higher the amount of uncontrollable conditions, the more uncertain the physical world becomes [1] .
The overall objective of our research is to address the challenge of maintenance of cyber-physical systems (CPSs), and to define a possible set of generic principles that can be applied in the development of system-specific maintenance plans and actions. We presumed that some maintenance principles of linear complex systems (LCSs) may be considered, but also that many new maintenance principles will likely be needed due to the distinct system features of CPSs. The literature suggests that the maintenance principles of LCSs have been derived by considering two complementary maintenance strategies, i.e. preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance. The principles associated with them lent themselves to the development and application of various design methods, such as redundancy, that are nowadays commonly used to enhance reliability, fault tolerant operation, and ease of repair [2] . In the framework of preventive maintenance, time-based plans are generated for periodic and systematic testing and the replacement of fault-prone elements to prevent sudden failures. Modern predictive maintenance intends to apply sensing technologies to monitor the status of the physical system components in real time, and to initiate the necessary maintenance actions. It also envisages equipping systems with reasoning capabilities to support automated decision making on the necessity of maintenance. With the goal of restoring its intended operation, corrective maintenance is carried out after the malfunctioning, failure, or breakdown of system component has been detected.
As mentioned above, the known principles of systematic maintenance have been developed and applied in the case of LCSs, whose behaviour is linear and remains so even under intensively varying operational circumstances. This is an important issue because CPSs typically operate as highly dynamic systems, while LCSs operate as steady-state systems. CPSs may even sometimes operate under unpredictably varying environmental conditions [3] and their performance may be mainly influenced by the effects of such external factors [1] . The resulting non-linear operation makes it difficult to predict momentary system behaviour and to ensure permanent system availability. Our literature review explored a significant knowledge gap in the field of the maintenance of non-linear systems. The methods and tools currently used for controlling the physical part and the cyber part of CPSs are very different and often do not fit adequately [4] . To this end, systems science attempts to integrate knowledge from different engineering disciplines [5] and to facilitate a concurrent management of the computational part and the physical part of cyber-physical systems [6] .
Should the research begin out of the knowledge of complex systems science and/or out of the currently evolving science of CPSs in order to derive these particular maintenance principles, or can some of the known maintenance principles of LCSs be reused? This is the central research question of this paper. The reasons this question has both theoretical and practical significance are that (i) many research activities have concentrated on transferring the fault tolerance-related system features of LCSs to CPSs, (ii) only a few of them have focused on the systematic development of maintenance principles that could provide efficient preventive or corrective maintenance solutions for CPSs, and (iii) the distinctive system features of CPSs have not been sufficiently studied for their influences on maintenance. Therefore, we first systematically surveyed and analysed the major system features and the currently applied maintenance principles of LCSs. Then, we investigated the applicability of the maintenance principles of LCSs to CPSs based on a comparison of the system features of LCSs and CPSs.
We note here that, for our purposes, system features have been perceived to consist of functional, structural, operational, interaction, application and behavioural attributes and characteristics that differentiate artefacts and service combinations. A first observation has been that the strong interdependency of the components of CPSs will probably make them more vulnerable to errors, attacks and failures [7] . We also observed that the available methods used in the context of maintenance of CPSs are premature and suffer from some fundamental limitations, such as their limited ability to deal with uncertain situations [8] .
The reasoning model shown in Fig. 1 has been used in our explorative investigation. Our objective was to establish relationships between the system features of CPSs and the maintenance principles applied for LCSs. First, we investigated in which sense the system features of LCSs and CPSs differ from each other (Arrow A). Next, we considered which maintenance principles are commonly used in LCSs (Arrow B). Following that, we analysed what maintenance principles can be considered for CPSs, taking into account the differences between the system features of LCSs and CPSs (Arrow C). As the title of this paper suggests, the ultimate objective of our research is to explore specific maintenance principles for high-end CPSs (Arrow D).
Fig. 1. Reasoning model used in knowledge aggregation
Therefore, the paper has been structured as follows: Section 1 presents the analysis of the system features of ordinary and complex systems, and Section 2 those of CPSs. This created a knowledge platform for the follow-up reasoning about the relevance of the maintenance principles of LCSs to CPSs. Section 3 analyses the principles currently applied in the maintenance of LCSs. It discusses various maintenance policies commonly applied to physical devices, as well as various failure management mechanisms that have been used in embedded systems. Section 4 projects the known maintenance principles of LCSs to generic CPSs. Section 5 discusses in which manner the maintenance principles with application potentials can be considered in developing general maintenance principles for CPSs. Section 6 discusses the need for dedicated additional maintenance principles for CPSs. Section 7 presents some examples that illustrate the consequences of applying the identified maintenance principles in a cyber-physical greenhouse. Section 8 evaluates the findings and proposes further research activities.
EXPOSITION OF SYSTEM FEATURES OF LINEAR COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Science differentiates systems based on complexity and behaviour. The complexity of systems is a measure influenced by factors, such as the (i) the number of components included in the system, (ii) the type of components that constitute the system, (iii)
Towards the Maintenance Principles of Cyber-Physical Systems the number of sub-systems of different scales, (iv) the interconnections among co-located components, (v) the communications among geographically dislocated components, (vi) the interactions of the system with stakeholders, and (vii) the connections of the system with its environments [2] . In addition to these, (viii) the heterogeneity of the components, and (ix) the distinct material, energy and information flows within the system are also factors influencing system complexity. From an engineering point of view, system operation or behaviour can be linear or non-linear. Therefore, in our interpretation, systems can be categorized as simple and complex and as linear or non-linear. A system is linear if: (i) it is functionally and structurally reductionist, (ii) its output is directly proportional to its input, and (iii) it satisfies the superposition principle. Simple and compound reductionist engineering systems belong to this category. CPSs can also be linear systems, but the overwhelming majority of them fall into the category of non-linear complex systems. As such, they can be found in several alternative forms, e.g. as complicated, adaptive, evolving and replicating complex systems. Systems belonging to the category of non-linear complex systems have some sort of learning and selforganizing capabilities. We had to be pragmatic in our research because adaptive, evolving and replicating complex systems are still in their infancy from an implementation point of view, and thus the knowledge about their behaviour and maintenance needs remains limited. In addition, there are many open theoretical and practical issues concerning the design, implementation and operation of these systems. Consequently, their utilization into the practical life remains rather limited. This explains why we have made the choice to focus only on complicated cyber-physical systems (C-CPSs) in the first phase of our research. Furthermore, in theory non-linear complex systems (NLC) CPSs are able to optimize their overall performance in cases of largely varying environmental conditions, changing internal relationships, and operational discontinuities. Likewise, we do not intend to address the issues related to so-called self-healing systems, which supposedly have the capability of automatically regaining functionality when components break down, or significant perturbations occur in the system.
Ordinary systems (OSs) are, usually, simple small-scale systems in which a single cause produces a single effect, which makes them reducible, composable and predictable in modelling and design. The basic assumption is that a small change in the input implies a small change in the output [9] .
Examples of OSs are electro-mechanical systems, such as a coffee maker or a refrigerator, which have pre-programmed or adjustable control devices, and operate under steady-state conditions. These types of systems usually have only one energy source, one integrated functional unit, and one interface unit. As a consequence of their pre-programmed nature, no changes or updates are possible in their embedded software after their release to the market, and they cannot manage emergent real-time data [10] .
LCSs are complex in the sense that they are composed of a diverse set of interconnected components, but do not have any capability to reorganize their structure, or change their designed functionality. The overall operation of LCSs is a union of the operation of their components. In other words, the aggregated functionality of the components determines the operation of the system as a whole, and no emergent behaviour occurs due to the interaction among the components or within the environment in which the system is embedded. They are closed systems with centralized architectures and control functions, which are aligned to the tendency of the so-called disappearing computer (that hides software components in a physical device) [11] . Therefore, these systems are controlled by a microprocessorenabled embedded software system, and they typically perform (much) more complex operations than OSs [12] .
The control function is realized through multiple feedback loops through which the software monitors and controls the whole system and its components in an optimized way [2] . The functional components of LCSs intensively interact with each other and the surrounding environment [11] . This type of system may be geographically distributed and decentralized, equipped with multiple energy sources, may have repetitions in the functional units, and the components may communicate by using wireless technologies. LCSs are widely used, for instance, in the automotive, electronics, avionics, railways, telecommunication, health, and security sectors [11] . In these systems, the maintenance of the physical components may be carried out by using preventive and corrective maintenance procedures.
SYSTEM FEATURES OF CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
CPSs came about as a result of the emergence of faster computer processors, the miniaturization of electronic components, broader communication bandwidths, and seamless integration of networked computing with everyday systems [13] . They blend physical technologies, software and middleware technologies, and cyber technologies. Future systems will make more extensive use of synergic technologies, which integrate hardware and cyber technologies [14] . Physical technologies enable the implementation of artefacts that can be recognized, located, operated, and/or controlled in the physical world [15] . Cyber technologies are used for capturing, analysing and processing sensed signals and data produced in the physical world for decision-making. Synergic technologies enable not only a borderless interoperation between physical and cyber elements, but also a holistic operation of the whole system. The design of the physical and computational aspects is becoming an integrated activity [16] .
As mentioned above, CPSs link the physical world with the cyber world through the use of multiple sensor and actuator networks integrated under an intelligent decision system [17] . In other words, CPSs combine sensing and actuation with computation, networking, reasoning, decision making, and the supervision of physical processes [18] . With a view to their emergent nature, it seems expedient to differentiate low-end and high-end implementations of CPSs based on the extensiveness and sophistication of the resultant integrity [14] . Low-end implementations are linearly complex, closed architected, distributed and networked, sensing and reasoning enabled, smart and proactive, (often embedded and feedback controlled) collaborative systems. High-end implementations are non-linearly complex, open and decentralized, heterogeneous and multi-scale, intelligent and partly autonomous, self-learning and context-aware systems.
The systems belonging to the latter class of CPSs display organization without any predefined organizing principle and change their functionality, structure and behaviour by self-learning, self-adaption, or self-evolving. The previously mentioned C-CPSs are low-end implementations because they are not supposed to change their functionality or architecture, but to optimize their behaviour, for instance, energy efficiency (e.g., due to the necessity to operate during an extended period of time) [19] , while operating under dynamically changing operating conditions or unforeseen circumstances. Some of these systems should operate in real-time applications and provide a precisely timed behaviour [20] as well as achieving a synergic interaction between the physical and the cyber worlds by integrating computational and physical processes [21] .
The cyber and physical parts of the systems are interconnected and affect each other through information flows [22] . Due to this functional synergy, the overall system performance is of higher value than the total of the individual components [23] . This synergy is particularly important in the case of high-end CPSs, which exhibit properties such as selforganization [24] . In general, CPSs strive toward a natural human-machine interaction that also extends to the human cognitive domain [25] . These kinds of systems are also capable of exhibiting extensive remote collaboration [26] . Unlike LCSs, CPSs also work on non-dedicated networks [27] . CPSs are often connected in a hierarchical manner, as systems of systems, in which one system monitors, coordinates, controls and integrates the operation of other systems [28] . For this reason, they can be considered to be multi-dimensional complex systems [29] . Based on their functionality and characteristics, high-end CPSs can be used in areas such as transportation, health care, and manufacturing [28] . Some CPSs are mission critical systems (MCSs) because their correct functioning is critical to the success of a mission, provisioning an essential supply, or safeguarding security and well-being [30] and [31] . These are the systems that ensure proper and continuous operation of (for example) nuclear plants, automated robot control systems, and automatic landing systems for aircraft [32] . Any failure in MCSs can lead to loss of human life and to damage to the environment, and may cause losses in terms of supply and cost [33] . However, their operation is always characterized by the presence of uncertainty. This introduces challenges from the point of view of the dependability, maintenance and repair of mission critical non-linear cyber-physical systems [14] . In the long run, it is crucial to comprehensively analyse what the maintenance of these systems theoretically, methodologically, and practically means, and how it can be implemented in different systems.
OVERVIEW OF THE MAINTENANCE PRINCIPLES APPLIED TO LCSs
The terminologies related to system maintenance do not seem to be uniform in the literature. Terms such as "maintenance strategy", "principles" and "policy" are used with various interpretations and meanings, often even interchangeably or confusingly.
In general, a policy is defined as a collection of rules that, depending on the most essential state variables, precisely specifies what to do in a particular situation [34] . From a managerial point of view, "strategy" is described as the definition of long-term goals, objectives and courses of action for a company, and the allocation of resources for the achievement of such objectives [35] .
There are some other basic terms used in literature whose definition is often taken for granted. These are "principle", "method", "rule" and "action". We adopted the Oxford dictionary definitions [36] . Therefore, a principle is interpreted as "a fundamental source or basis of something"; a method as a "particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching something" in a systematic way, a rule as a set of explicit understood regulations, and an action as the logically separable procedural element of doing something. The application of these terms in our maintenance context is presented in Fig. 2A . This figure shows the interrelationships between the above-defined significant terms and separates them according to whether they are of epistemological (knowing) or praxiological (executional) flavour. Maintenance seeks to ensure the permanent availability of a system through the application of its basic principles. Consequently, these principles should be applicable to any system, including CPSs. However, it has been recognized that this claim is not apparent with regards to CPSs, because these systems should be considered differently from a maintenance perspective due to the inherent heterogeneity of their physical, software and cyberware components. The high level of synergy makes the maintenance of the three basic kinds of components inseparable from each other. This is in contrast with the classic view of the abstract machine architecture in which systems are composed of hardware and software components, which operate with a lower level of synergy [37] . The maintenance of LCSs is based on this classic view and, consequently, its maintenance principles are also based on it (Fig. 3) .
Fig. 3. Articulation of maintenance strategies for LCSs
The maintenance principles of LCSs are applicable from both physical (artefactual systems) and cyber (software systems) perspectives. The physical part maintenance is based on the assumption that every component of the system has a limited life cycle and, therefore, may be subjected to wear or breakdown. Therefore, for the physical part, the main (global) principles have been maintaining system availability and doing so in a cost-effective way. Based on this principle, two main approaches have been developed: preventive maintenance (PM) and corrective maintenance (CM). Principles of PM aim to avoid failures before they occur through preventive actions, such as revisions, exchanging components and repairs. The principles of CM allow a system to operate up to the occurrence of failures if the consequences of failures are not critical, or do not have an effect during a particular operation period [38] . PM may be conducted according to the principle of time-based maintenance (TBM) or of condition-based maintenance (CBM). The TBM principle (P 1 ) entails scheduling maintenance actions [39] . Therefore, knowledge management techniques should be applied in order to determine a schedule for conducting revisions, exchanging of components and repairs, while the CBM principle (P 2 ) is based on the completion of inspection activities by which maintenance actions will be initiated and completed. This principle can be applied to component that do not exhibit failure predictability or fail randomly, while scheduled maintenance principle may be applied to those components that show evident signs of wearing [38] .
In contrast, CM can be implemented by following the principles of (i) failure-based maintenance (FBM), (ii) opportunistic-based maintenance (OBM), and (iii) design-out maintenance (DOM). OBM and DOM belong to this group of principles because both of them assume failures to occur in order to be identified. Therefore, the FBM principle (P 3 ) considers repair and making changing components once a failure had occurred [40] , it deals with maintenance only if failures or breakdown occurs [41] . The principle of OBM (P 4 ) suggests completing general inspection of all of the components when any of them fails. It has been reported that combining PM activities can lead to savings in terms of system cost [42] . Therefore, the principle of OBM states that there is an opportunity to conduct general maintenance when a maintenance intervention is required for other components [43] . Finally, the principle of DOM (P 5 ) aims to use redesign to avoid the causes of failure. This principle is usually applied when breakdowns frequently occur [44] . The application of one or another principle depends on how likely the components exhibit wear characteristics and how random components fails.
In the context of maintenance of software (and knowledge) intensive information systems, the primary assumption is that there are obviously no physical (e.g. wearing) processes. Therefore, the primary maintenance principle for software systems is that failures should be self-avoided and self-managed by the system. Several principles may be applied in the case of software system for a proper fault management [45] and [8] . These may be based on the consideration of: (i) fault prevention, (ii) fault removal, (iii) fault detection and isolation, (iv) fault forecasting, (v) fault tolerance, and (vi) fault reporting.
The principle of fault prevention (P 6 ) seeks to avoid the occurrence of faults through preventive actions [46] , while the principle of fault detection and isolation (P 10 ) aims to detect and determine whether a fault occurred in a particular system, by attempting to autonomously detect these faults and to isolate the affected component [47] . Having a different objective, the principle of fault removal (P 7 ) seeks to reduce the number of faults and their severity [48] . The principle of fault forecasting (P 9 ) allows predicting failures and their impact, based on the fault records [49] . It entails estimating the incidence and consequences of faults, based on the present number of faults. The principle of fault tolerance (P 8 ) aims to assure the continuity of system operation, despite the presence of faults, errors or attacks [50] . The principle of fault reporting (P 11 ) is based on alerting the user or operator in case there is a fault in order to allow actions to be taken [51] . All of the aforementioned principles for the software (and cyber) side are focused on autonomously taking actions such as identification, diagnosis, isolation, repair and/or reporting.
In addition to the abovementioned principles, the principle of e-maintenance and the principle of vaccination, which are preferred and commonly implemented in auto-immune systems (AIS), have also been identified and worked out. The principle of e-maintenance is based on the exploitation of particular ICT affordances for enhancing the effectiveness of maintenance decisions [52] . It entails making use of information technologies to exploit data required in decision-making. This principle is mostly applied in manufacturing plants where full system availability is required. The principle of vaccination has a natural analogy. In the context of human beings, the principle of vaccination seeks to create immunity to any particular disease by introducing a soft version of the disease in the body, and to generate a memory of the pathogens. This natural principle has been extended to software systems, and now it allows the adaptation of the system behaviour against new and evolving attacks [53] . It is usually applied to systems whose complexity levels are higher than of OSs. Since we have focused in our research on systems that need external management of maintenance, rather than taking care of it by themselves, we will not deal with the principles of e-maintenance and vaccination.
As for the current state, it is apparent that an extensive set of maintenance approaches are available for LCSs, regardless of whether purely physical or purely software systems are considered. It can be argued that cyber-physical systems need some sort of combination or even a blending of these in order to be able to provide system dependability. As our survey and analysis has revealed, from the physical perspective, maintenance is conducted to avoid general system failures, or to reduce their probability, based on repairs, spare changes, and revision activities. From the software (and cyber) perspective, maintenance is orientated to the control functions of systems and they are usually kept operational through fault management. In the latter case, the intension is to assure system operation even in the presence of failures, or when facing any type of faults.
Our other observation has been that both hardware and software systems' possible failures are addressed by maintenance principles that have been developed for LCSs. The combination of the hardware-and the software-systems oriented maintenance principles works properly in LCSs systems. However, when the level of complexity of the target system increases and the operation of the system becomes non-linear, these changes cause a higher level of unpredictability. This has consequences on the applicability of the maintenance principles. In the case of complicated
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CPSs, it is also important to analyse how the interactions among the system components happen under varying operational conditions, and how they may affect the operation of the system as a whole. In other words, it is necessary to investigate how maintenance principles should be adapted to meet the functional requirements of cyber-physical systems.
PROJECTING THE MAINTENANCE PRINCIPLES OF LCSs TO CPSs
A high-level, three-tier structure is proposed in [54] as a reasoning model for the maintenance of nonlinear complex systems such as CPSs; it includes an environmental tier, a service tier, and a control tier. The environmental tier is related to the physical devices, the service tier is a typical computing environment with services in a service-oriented architecture (SOA), and the control tier is for decision making. This reasoning model clearly differentiates the methods and techniques that can be applied for artefactual systems and for software systems (Fig.  3 ). This differentiation is significant from the aspect of applying the traditional maintenance principles of LCSs in CPSs. Since we have decided to focus on complicated systems, this reasoning model has many limitations. Consequently, we have based our study on the model proposed by [14] which identifies three generic constituents: (i) physical technologies, (ii) cyber technologies, and (iii) synergic technologies. This model specifies that the maintenance policy of CPSs should consider these three constituents in their synergy (Fig. 4.) We use this reasoning model to facilitate the simultaneous consideration of the hardware, software and information content-related issues and principles of maintenance.
Fig. 4. Doctrine of integral maintenance for CPSs
The analysis concerning the congruencies of the system features of LCSs and CPSs, extended with the analysis of maintenance principles of LCSs in the previous chapter, provided a basis for us to determine which maintenance principles are transferable to CPSs. We investigate each of the maintenance principles from the aspect of transferability below. In the assessment, we take into account the similarities of the system features of the two kinds of systems, as well as the importance of the functions that they perform.
• Schedule maintenance actions (P 1 ) This maintenance principle is appropriate for LCSs that operate continuously. In order to avoid system failures, the different common working cycles of the physical components are taken into consideration, together with signals concerning their state of wear. The states of the components and their criticality together determine when a maintenance action should be executed. As for the transferability of this principle to CPSs, we can argue that CPSs are dynamic systems whose actual operations cannot always be predicted with a high degree of probability. This dynamic operation affects the common working cycles of the physical components and thus the frequency of maintenance may be different for each of them. In the context of our exploration, it means that although this principle cannot be neglected it needs adaptation to be adequate for CPSs.
• Support maintenance actions by monitoring activities (P 2 ) Even in the case of traditional LCSs, implementation of this maintenance principle requires augmentation with agents for operation monitoring. In principle, these agents can be embedded in CPSs that normally have a set of physical sensors, sensor networks, or software sensors. For this reason, this principle can be transferred to CPSs. The necessary maintenance actions of the system will be determined based on permanent monitoring, which can be applied even in the case of a non-linear behaviour of CPSs.
• Conduct maintenance actions once a failure has occurred (P 3 ) Application of this principle to CPSs is far from straightforward, in particular when mission critical systems are considered. In the case of MCSs, continuous availability is not negotiable, and risk in the operation is usually not tolerable. It implies that general system failures, as well as cascade failures, should be avoided through engineering actions, or by dedicated system functions. This however implies that this maintenance principle should not be considered in the case of mission critical CPSs.
• Conduct general maintenance once any of the system components fail (P 4 ) This principle is not associated with any particular system feature of LCSs and C-CPSs, but considers the entire system. For this reason, its applicability raises a concern regarding the fact that the overwhelming majority of C-CPSs are complex, decentralized systems, whose subsystems and modules may be characterized by some level of autonomy and operation profile. In other words, they may have and operate according to their own maintenance scenarios. Consequently, they may not need to go through general maintenance when failure in other subsystems or modules occurs. It has to be noted that this principle may be relevant to complex components.
• Redesign to avoid the cause of failures (P 5 ) This principle is also not related to any particular system feature of LCSs or CPSs. The application of this principle entails re-designing the components and features of the system if they prone to be the source of recurrent failures [39] . Redesigning may be needed or be advantageous because recurrent failures can significantly affect the overall availability of CPSs and can increase the costs of operation. In the case of CPSs, further consideration is needed if the redesign is to focus on the hardware, software, or the information contents constituents, or any combination of them.
• Avoid failures in the system by preventing the occurrence of faults (P 6 ) This principle works best in the case of systems such as LCSs whose operations are not highly dynamic. The reason is that the application of this principle assumes the conducting of reliability tests during the system development and installation stages. Consequently, possible failures and failure modes that may negatively affect the operation of the systems can be explored or predicted. However, CPSs are dynamic and highly complex systems, and their testing before fullscale operation cannot be exhaustive. The currently used testing approaches cannot cover all aspects of the operation of CPSs. Therefore, transferring this principle to CPSs necessitates adaptation.
• Reduce the amounts of faults and their severity (P 7 ) This principle is applied during the design stage of the system with the objective of avoiding functional and structural failures. Although this principle in theory can be considered applicable to CPSs, it should be adapted to their system features. Multi-aspect fault propagation prevention methods and failure interaction evaluation methods will certainly be needed to make this principle applicable and efficient.
• Assure continuity of system operation despite the presence of faults (P 8 ) This principle can be transferred to CPSs because the intelligence (i.e. sensing, reasoning and actuator capabilities) embedded in these systems can support its implementation by detecting the faults of physical components and the malfunctioning of software components, and activating protection mechanisms. Decentralization of the system operation and control also allows conducting an adaptive resource management. In addition, the application of preventive and corrective measures such as redundancy, reconfiguration and replacement, may be used to avoid complete system failure. However, the large possible number of functional connections complicates the identification of affected components and the prevention of fault propagation. Other advanced characteristics of CPSs, such as selforganization and self-adaptation, can take care of assuring the continuity of system operation, and in general, facilitate the application of this principle. Therefore, high-end CPSs will be able to transfer tasks from failed components to components that are working properly while the fault is eliminated. As a result, this principle can be the main principle for the maintenance strategy of CPSs.
• Predicting failures on the system (P 9 ) The main objective of applying this principle is to forecast faults and failures and systematically avoid them. It is the most effective principle for systems with limited complexity and operational linearity, such as LCSs. Incongruities of the system features of CPSs and LCSs affect its applicability to CPSs, as the currently applied predictive and/or probabilistic models developed for LCSs are not appropriate for CPSs. However, the self-diagnosis and self-adaptation capabilities of CPSs may contribute to the effective application of this principle.
• Detect and isolate faults (P 10 ) Traditionally, this principle is operationalized rather "manually". However, the intelligence and autonomy of CPSs may significantly influence the application of this principle. CPSs may be equipped with capabilities to detect fault events autonomously, and may analyse the consequences of emergent faults. Furthermore, the interactions among components allow the extraction of information for different devices to conduct performance tests, which contribute to the detection of whether the system operates properly.
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Decentralization makes it possible to properly manage resources during the execution of these tests. This resource management will avoid system overloads and, therefore, the occurrence of faults or errors in processing. As a result, we argue that P 10 can directly be applied to CPSs.
• Alerting the operator in case of fault (P 11 ) This principle can be transferred to CPSs because its implementation only entails application of information technologies in physical devices as long as LCSs and CPSs have physical features. The differences between system features do not affect the applicability of this principle.
OPERATIONALIZATION OF RELEVANT MAINTENANCE PRINCIPLES FOR CPSs
The above analysis shows that there are different relationships between the generic system features of CPSs and the maintenance principles that have been used in LCSs. Four categories of relationships can be identified: (i) non-applicable principles (P x ), (ii) adaptable principles (P a ), (iii) exportable principles (P e ), and (iv) additional (P n ) principles (Fig. 5) . Two maintenance principles, i.e. P 3 and P 4 , belong to the category of non-applicable principles (i.e. P x = (P 3 ,P 4 )). These seem to be problematic in the context of maintenance of CPSs due to their probable criticality and decentralization. Conducting maintenance actions once a failure has occurred in mission critical CPSs is not logical. Likewise, conducting general maintenance on a system that is capable of managing the consequences of failures in their separate or autonomous parts is also illogical.
Fig. 5. Roadmap towards maintenance principles for CPSs
The rest of the principles seem to be applicable but in different ways. There are principles that can be applied without any modifications. These have been named exportable principles. They are: P e = (P 2 , P 5 , P 8 , P 10 , P 11 ). They can be used without modifications, but the way of applying these depends on the CPS in question. The remaining group of principles can be applied only after a purposeful adaptation. They are: P a = (P 1 , P 6 , P 7 , P 9 ). Our observation has been that certain system features of CPSs will require additional (not yet specified) maintenance principles, because they cannot be addressed by the principles known to be applicable to LCSs. Since we primarily focused on the reusability of maintenance principles of LCSs in the context of CPSs, these additional novel principles have not yet been explored in our study. In the next section, we will discuss the essence of these additional principles.
As mentioned above, the group (P a ) comprises those principles that should be and can be adapted. Their adaptation needs further considerations of the system features. In the following paragraphs, we consider the adaptations that should be made. For instance, the transfer of principle P 1 to CPSs needs knowledge about the lifecycle of components, their failure modes and effects, as well as about the specific forms and opportunities for automation of maintenance activities, such as revision, repairs, and spare-part changes. The very reason this principle needs adaptation is that the abovementioned activities greatly differ from those associated with LCSs. Some enabling methods, such as failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) [55] , fault tree analysis (FTA) [56] , hazard and operability study (HAZOP) [57] , and component fault tree [58] can be applied to conduct specific failure analyses.
However, the use of these methods requires a large amount of data and information about operation of complex systems, which may be difficult to obtain [59] . Furthermore, since the use of this principle in LCSs requires a high-level of human involvement, some sort of automation of the scheduled revision activities seems to be necessary. The adaptation should consider the self-monitoring and self-repair potentials of CPSs. It is important to note that P 1 was originally developed for physical components that provide observable indication (signals) of wear. Further studies are needed to investigate how this principle can be applied to electronic components, which are normally subjected to random failures only [60] .
Principle P 6 also requires adaptation in order to provide optimal results for CPSs. The adaptation should consider new different types of tests, which take into account the effects of unexpected external and internal events. Currently, there are limitations in terms of what can be tested through functional or performance simulations and runtime tests. They should be able to deal with unique faults and failures of CPSs, which do not occur in LCSs. It seems to be necessary to design new protocols for behavioural and performance tests in order to determine how they should be conducted, which values are expected as the key performance indicators, and how to aggregate these in distributed and decentralized systems.
Principle P 7 implies the consideration and inclusion of fault avoidance and system maintenance at the design stage of the product development process. While various methodologies have been elaborated for LCSs, they do not seem to be directly applicable in the design processes of CPSs. It is necessary to include new design criteria based on the system features of CPSs, as well as quality standards and test procedures in the design processes of CPSs, which involves hardware, software and information platforms design. Further research is needed to develop comprehensive verification and validation methodologies for CPSs and subsystems that can be applied in the early phase of the design process. It is also imperative to investigate how the designed systems will respond to faults and what the impacts and consequences of the potential faults may be.
Principle P 9 places emphasis on the run-time prediction of possible failures and black outs of CPSs. This principle assumes predictive and/or probabilistic system models that are actualized in run-time and can prognosticate system operation based on the evaluation of subsequent system states. The predictive models currently applied for LCSs are not transferable to CPSs due to the dynamic nature and operational conditions of these systems. Relevant predictive models should be able to capture the internal dynamics of the systems, the dynamic interaction of the systems together with their environment, and the dynamics of the embedding environments. To effectively apply this principle, forecasting mechanisms are needed that are capable of forecasting future faults and failures of CPSs based on operation or application history information. This may be enabled by information provided by networked sensors, tracking the frequency, and amount of failures reported in the system, and even learnt from the conditions under which these faults occurred.
Group (P e ) comprises those principles that can be used in the maintenance of CPSs without adaption. However, it has to be mentioned that while these principles do not need reinterpretation or redefinition, the way of operationalizing them in the case of CPSs may be different from the way they are applied in the case of LCSs.
Principle P 2 can be directly (without adaptation) applied to CPSs due to the availability of the enabling technologies, such as sensing, monitoring, information processing, fault diagnosis, and failure prognosis algorithms [61] . The application process is essentially the same as in the case of LCSs, which typically involves the use of FMEA, FTA, HAZOP, Markov chain [62] and Petri-net [63] methods, and Bayesian models for failure analysis. Methods such as FTA and Petri-nets can also be used for failure propagation analysis [64] . Which signals are to be considered as indicators of faults, how they can be sensed in real time, and with which frequency they have to be sensed and evaluated has to be carefully determined. Similarly, the monitoring frequency for each component needs careful consideration and harmonization. It is, however, acknowledged in the literature that the introduction of a high-level of automation usually results in more complex and costly maintenance actions [65] .
The process of applying principle P 5 to CPSs is practically the same as to LCSs. It involves analysing the criticality of component failures, as well as the urgency of response and repair actions. The objective of this analysis is to determine the components that are prone to failures, with the highest probability and causes the highest risk levels; and to make decisions on the strategy of redesigning and on better solutions. Decisions can also be made on which failures can be managed by the CPSs themselves, and which need immediate availability of maintenance plans and involvement of personnel. These depend on the forecasted occurrence frequency of component failures. Having considered these influencing factors, whether applying structural redundancy, more resilient components, functional re-configuration, or more robust system architecture can be a better solution can also be determined, taking into consideration the associated costs and extra efforts [2] .
The application of principle P 8 can be considered as a design challenge. It concerns not only the design decisions and solutions in the design process of CPSs, but the preventive and corrective actions that can be taken during the operation of a system. In other words, the application of this principle requires concurrent elaboration of both a preventive maintenance strategy and a corrective maintenance plan.
In the context of CPSs, the objective of principle P 10 is to detect and isolate faults through a collaborative strategy that involves the actions of both the maintenance experts and the self-adaptive system.
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The information platform required by the latter can be generated by continuous monitoring of the system, reflective real-time modification of detection algorithms, introducing changes in the system arrangement, and planning the response actions. Once faults are known, they can be prioritized based on the probability of occurrence, as well as on their criticality with regards to system operation.
Finally, the reason principle P 11 can be applied to CPSs without adaptation is that the system functionality and the technologies used can alert the operator if there is a fault. This involves diagnosisbased report generation, ubiquitous communication of failure information, decision making on the suspension or continuation of system operation, proposals for maintenance or repair, identification of replaceable parts, determination of resources and tool demands, and capacity and activity planning. The system should also determine what information should be delivered to which stakeholders. The three most important pieces of information that should be delivered to the operator are the description of the failure, its place in the system, its neighbourhood, and its criticality.
SOME SUGGESTIONS ON SPECIFIC MAINTENANCE PRINCIPLES FOR CPSs
Which new principles are needed for a particular family of CPS? It is obvious that due to the complex functionality, structure, and operation of CPSs, they need additional maintenance principles that are not necessary for LCSs. The sought after dedicated principles are especially important for high-end CPSs, which are open, dynamic, decentralized, intelligent and self-organizing systems. Their intense interaction with the natural and engineered environments and penetration into the social and cognitive domains of stakeholders require further investigations, because of the increasing exposure to the environment and humans. The primary CPS features that makes them require novel maintenance principles are: (i) nonlinearity (interaction, circumstances, and behaviour), (ii) applications in dynamic and harsh environments, and (iii) growing level of automation.
The non-linearity of CPSs has many sources and forms of manifestation. Open decentralized systems may have the capability to dynamically change their system boundaries. They may also adapt their operation to the actual operation circumstances. In general, the change in the components and the change of behaviour of the components complicates both the forecasting and the correction of the failures. These systems are not predictable as they frequently and intensively move between many discrete states and transitions [66] . To cope with these characteristics, maintenance principles dedicated to dynamic complex systems are needed. It is imperative that they must address fault management and elimination in hardware, software and information systems in an integrated way. Evidently, eliminating the sharp boundary between analogue and discrete physical components and the software and information system components is a fundamental challenge. Currently, biological analogies, such as the human immune system, are dealt with in some research to understand which features, behaviours and architecture result in perpetual corrective behaviour that emerges from local detection and interventions. In terms of interoperating software, some researchers have dealt with the notion of the fractionated CPS that goes beyond the conventional definition of a softwarecontrolled hardware system that is interacting with the physical world [31] .
The operation of CPSs in unpredictable and harsh environmental elements, such as chemical reagents and humidity, also imply the need for new maintenance principles. These and similar operating conditions invalidate the traditional forecasting models, as these conditions will most likely affect the hardware component's lifecycle, and increase the chances of malfunctioning. Researchers are engaged in finding theories and technological solutions for inherently fault-tolerant dynamic architectures, as well as non-model-based zero-delay monitoring and proactive detection solutions. Another domain of research interest can be vague forecasting based on incomplete and localized bodies of knowledge.
Both CPSs and their components are reaching a high level of autonomy. This is enabled by their increasing smartness or intelligence, which is a result of wide-ranging information elicitation, reasoning and inference, and the "agentialization" of system operation. System intelligence also supports moving decision making and preparation of maintenance from the design phase to the runtime phase of the system's lifecycle. The automation of maintenance not only has positive technical outcomes, but also reduces the required human efforts, intervention, costs and safety, and improves servicing capabilities [67] . It seems to be necessary to include maintenance-related aspects in model-based design of CPSs and to be able to detect near failure states in operation.
Finally, there is a need to develop selfmaintenance principles for various families of CPSs. As discussed earlier in this paper, some of the current maintenance principles can be considered in the case of systems with self-detection (self-diagnosis) and failure prevention capabilities. State sensors built into physical components, smart materials, and emergent behaviour analysers are already used in current CPSs. These principles should thoroughly cover the maintenance process in such a way that human involvement is reduced considerably. It follows that currently used self-diagnosis and failure detection methods should be combined with new techniques for monitoring, changing and repairing parts during system operation. Lee et al. argue that self-maintenance techniques should enable awareness of the changing operational regimes to dynamically select prognostic models in order to ensure accurate prediction [68] . We can say that there are advantages of combining the implementation of this concept with the implementation of response actions through automated actuators.
DEMONSTRATION OF THE APPLICABILITY OF MAINTENANCE PRINCIPLES TO CYBER-PHYSICAL GREENHOUSES
We use a case of a cyber-physical greenhouse (CPGH) to demonstrate the applicability of the maintenance principles presented and discussed in the previous Sections. A CPGH is considered to be a cyber-physical augmentation of the traditional greenhouse in order to make it capable of providing new services. Actual examples are used to explain how a maintenance principle can or cannot be operationalized in a CPGH, and what types of adaptations may be necessary.
Non-Applicable Principles
• Conduct maintenance actions once a failure has occurred Because CPGHs are naturally mission critical systems, it is necessary to prevent any system failure, rather than to eliminate the effects of failure, and recover from occurred failures and malfunctioning. What follows from this requirement is that the principles of the strategy of corrective maintenance simply cannot be applied in this case. Instead of these, the operationalization of an extended set of preventive maintenance principles is needed. This need is evident from the following practical challenge: in a CPGH, parameters such as temperature, humidity and CO 2 are typically controlled through ventilation. The plantmonitoring sub-system should be able to measure the transpiration and temperature of the plant. If, for example, due to the lack of maintenance, this subsystem fails, the actuators (such as heaters or fans)
will not be able to react, or will erroneously respond, and this will cause a serious damage of the plant.
• Conduct general maintenance once any of the system components fail This maintenance principle has no relevance in the context of mission critical CPGH systems. As in the above explained case, if maintenance activities are done only when a component fails, both the risk of plant damage and the hazard of the lack of availability of the entire system prevail. Consequently, only maintenance principles that stimulate preventive maintenance activities should be operationalized. As a practical situation, one can argue that some crops, such as roses, are highly sensitive to changes in temperature. Suppose that no failure has occurred in the entire system until a given point in time. If the above maintenance principle is applied, then even the critical system components are not maintained. Should there be lack of maintenance, for instance, not only may the temperature control sub-system break down, but also other critical components of the greenhouse, such as the boiler, and this may lead to a complete failure of the CPGH system. Likewise, the malfunctioning of the boiler may cause damage to roses during cold seasons, and this may not only seriously affect their quality, but may also cause losses to the grower.
Exportable Principles
• Support maintenance actions by monitoring activities This principle suggests a continuous monitoring of a system in order to be able to explore the need for maintenance, and to reduce the chance of failure over time. The principle is not only operationalizable, but also very useful in the context of CPGH systems, which should typically feature multiple wireless sensor networks. We can illustrate possible practical utilization in this regard. Let us consider, for example that definition of the so-called "set points" is currently done in CPGHs based on monitoring temperature, humidity and CO 2 levels. Any unexpected variation in these sensed parameters with respect to the "set points" may lead to improper operation. Furthermore, the observed variations of the parameters can be used as alerting signals of failure. It can also be the case that variations in the physiological parameters of plants may also cause failures in the sensors and/or actuators.
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• Redesign to avoid the causes of failure
To discuss the reusability of this maintenance principle, let us use a practical example of the sensors used for measuring plant transpiration and temperature. It can occur in both traditional and cyber-physical greenhouses that sensors are recurrently suffering from failures due to the effects of humidity and chemical corrosion within the greenhouse. Considering the recurring nature of this important sub-system, this part of the whole system calls for redesign and replacement; otherwise, the grower will face substantial operational costs. To facilitate redesign, the most influential factors and the weak points have to be identified. This requires a comprehensive and systematic analysis because, in the case of CPGHs, failure can be caused by disruption of hardware, malfunction of software, the loss of cyber content, or all of these together.
• Assure continuity of system operation despite the presence of faults One widely-used approach to assure the continuity of operation is the building of various types of redundancies into a system. Sub-system or component multiplication is seen as an effective approach to increasing the dependability of mission critical CPGHs. For example, the use of more than one fertilizer injector machine in an irrigation process can guarantee the availability of fertilizers even if one of them breaks down or malfunctions. If this principle is considered in the design process of CPGHs, the foreseeable operational deficiencies can be eliminated, or the number of their occurrence can be reduced. This principle also entails taking measures to make sure that a failure in the sub-system will not affect other sub-systems. For instance, failure of the reasoning engine of the irrigation sub-system will not influence the performance of the rest of the CPGH system if each of its intelligent sub-systems has a reasoning engine on its own.
• Detect and isolate faults This principle can be applied straightaway in the case of CPGH systems. Owing to their component-based implementation, it can simply be the identification of which components have broken down, or are not working properly. Component-based implementation of CPGHs also facilitates the isolation of erroneous components and helps sustain the operation of the rest of the systems. For instance, the behaviour of a sensor that measures the temperature of plants can be tested by making control measures, by comparing the temperature needed locally in the greenhouse to the measurements taken on close to the plants. If the differences are above the margin of error, it can be concluded that a sensor fault is in development. These measurements should be incorporated in the troubleshooting algorithms of CPGHs and in any other post-processing procedures.
• Alerting the operator in case of fault CPSs allow both direct (co-located) and indirect (dislocated or remote) interaction with users (both sub-systems and humans) through dedicated interfaces. Communication with external agent sub-systems can be used for alerting and requiring intervention beyond the level of reliability that is it usually achievable with human users and supervisors in the case of LCSs. For instance, automatically sending a message to a supervisory agent sub-system as well as to the greenhouse operator using mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones can shorten the reaction time, and may lead to more knowledgeintensive decision making. This duality in alerting is particularly necessary if any failure occurs that cannot be managed by the system.
Principles that Require Adaptation
• Schedule maintenance actions CPGHs are dynamic systems subjected to unpredictable situations. A situation may have various influence on the life cycle of the involved individual physical components. This differs from the way of operation and from the operational situations that are typical in the maintenance of LCSs. The dynamic (taskand environment-influenced) operation of CPGHs makes the planning and execution of systematic maintenance somewhat difficult. Meanwhile, the increased opportunity of sensor-and smart reasoningbased automated monitoring makes it possible to combine the principle of scheduled maintenance with comprehensive, continuous monitoring. Efficient use of sensors in measuring the most informative parameters of plants can lead to a context-sensitive surveillance and the control of the CPGH system. Let us take the example of using artificial light. If lighting components are used less often, this can be taken into consideration in their scheduled replacement and, in addition, the planned visual/instrumented checking activities can also be done less frequently.
• Avoid failures in the system by preventing the occurrence of faults In the case of LCSs, the operating conditions are usually known in the design stage. The system operation and behaviour can be pre-tested based on virtual or testable physical prototypes. However, this is hardly possible in the case of CPGHs working in unforeseeable dynamic circumstances. If the deficiencies in behaviour cannot be explored and eliminated through prototype testing, then the objective is to prevent the occurrence of faults. To this end, the development of new testing approaches that are able to evaluate the capability of the subsystems in unexpected situations, considering the negotiation processes between the subsystems as well, is necessary. For instance, if the automated cooling/heating sub-system decides that natural airing is to be done (i.e. windows should be opened) due to a sudden change in the climate situation in the greenhouse (plant's temperature), this decision may also affect the CO 2 regulation but the direction of opening of the vents may not be appropriate. In this particular situation, a negotiation process between the reasoning engines of both systems is required. This means that the negotiation capability of the concerned sub-systems should be tested during the design and prototyping stage.
• Reduce the amounts of faults and their severity CPGHs are more complex systems than traditional greenhouses; consequently, many more different possibilities are there for both component failures and system break downs. The number of faults and reducing their severity requires redefinition and reinterpretation of the above maintenance principle. While the overall goal should be kept, the way of achieving it should be adapted to the complexity of CPGH systems and the multitude of functional interactions among the components. Consider the fact that the natural horticultural system constituents (such as plants and climate, CO 2 , humidity, and lighting sub-systems) and the constituents of cyber-physical augmentation (including sensing technologies, reasoning engines, data transmitters, and smart actuators) should be seamlessly blended and operating. Formulation of all the relevant and most appropriate maintenance principles requires further research, in particular if reducing the severity and impacts of the failures is also a major objective.
• Predicting failures on the system Typically, the system models currently used in the analysis and operation simulation of LCSs do not take into account the occurrence of the unexpected situations to which CPSs are often subjected. Therefore, the results of these traditional prediction models and software tools may not be entirely reliable in the context of CPSs. In the case of model-based maintenance, sufficiently comprehensive (modelling the dynamics of the CPGH systems as well as the dynamics of the embedding environment) and articulated (covering both the natural horticultural system constituents and the cyber-physical augmentation constituents) prediction models are needed. Such models would capture information about the growth of the plants and their effect on the system performance. In fact, the ultimate objective of developing such kind of prediction tools is to reduce the amount of unexpected situations through a deep analysis of the effects of variations of the internal and external parameters of CPGH systems. Research in this direction is still at its infancy; therefore, these desirable new maintenance principles are not yet known.
CONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed the maintenance principles currently applied in LCSs with the intention of determining if they are relevant to the maintenance of CPSs. Due to the proliferation of CPSs and their applications, including in mission critical areas, there has been a growing need to analyse how the maintenance of these systems should be conducted and to identify maintenance principles that can be successfully applied to them. CPSs are complicated complex systems, which nevertheless have some similarities with LCSs. For instance, both integrate information technologies into physical devices, are geographically distributed, have multiple energy sources, functional units, and intense interactions with human stakeholders and the embedded environment. High-end CPSs are, however, non-linear systems, which feature a multitude of functional connections among the components, exhibit a high level of automation and intelligence, and are developed to operate in dynamic or harsh environments. There is also a great dissimilarity between their system features. These facts inspired us to analyse which generic maintenance principles of LCSs could be transferred to CPSs.
In the work presented in this paper, we identified the four groups of principles presented and discussed in the previous sections. We have argued and explained why certain principles can be applied directly, and why certain principles need adaptation. In our analysis, we established that some features of CPSs cannot be addressed by exportable maintenance principles. Novel maintenance principles should, therefore, be developed for these features. The reported work, however, is just the first step, and further research is expected to provide a deeper understanding through more accurate and focused analyses aimed at identifying the appropriate maintenance principles for CPSs. Future study will also include the identification of influential factors and causalities.
We should probably not expect to develop overly generic maintenance principles that are equally and broadly applicable to all CPSs, including high-end CPSs that are, for example, capable of reorganizing themselves. The maintainability of high-end CPSs depends on multiple external factors that dynamically influence their operation. The aforementioned examples illustrate how the known maintenance principles of LCSs can be considered in the case of CPGH systems. Also indicated is the need for extensive further research as well as for real-world environment-based studies to reveal what new maintenance principles are needed, and how they can be operationalized in future cyber-physical greenhouse systems. Therefore, in addition to defining new maintenance principles, our future research will also concentrate on the development of a complex troubleshooting model and a maintenance advisory system for CPGHs.
